
WireIE Sponsors WAN Summit in New York
CTO George Kaichis addresses how Next Generation Technology 
supports Mission Critical Applications in Underserved Regions

Toronto, ON – April 15, 2015 — WireIE, a licensed wholesale carrier specialized in the 
development of Carrier Ethernet networks to underserved markets, announces its sponsorship 
of the WAN Summit in New York City. WireIE’s CTO, George Kaichis, will be speaking in a panel 
discussion highlighting the challenges faced in extending WAN networks to underserved areas. 
The event takes place April 27th and 28th, 2015, at the Helen Mills Event Space and Theatre.

The WAN Summit brings together corporate WAN strategists and service providers to spark 
ideas, gain new perspectives, and initiate conversations with suppliers, customers, and peers.

“With the increasingly global nature of enterprise workforces, technology helps bridge the gap 
and brings workers together in underserved areas without compromising quality or performance”, 
says George Kaichis, Chief Technology Officer of WireIE. “By extending infrastructure to 
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underserved locations, enterprises will benefit from 
improved access to technology and applications that 
contribute to an enhanced digital quality of life.”

WireIE uses a hybrid architecture based on fiber and 
digital radio, delivering metro-quality, high-availability 
networks to underserved markets. Availability in any 
location is especially important for enterprises that have 
offices in geographically dispersed areas that must 
currently contend with low bandwidth and unreliable 
connectivity.

“WireIE prides itself on being an industry leader and 
providing a unique business model to the marketplace,” 
says Rob Barlow, Chief Executive Officer of WireIE. 
“Our high-availability networks deliver the connectivity 
needed throughout all parts of the Americas, and our 
dedication to customer satisfaction and corporate social 
responsibility is unparalleled. Sponsoring this summit 
allows WireIE to facilitate the exchange of ideas that 
provide industry leaders with the proper insight to 
enhance the overall value of their organizations.”

To learn more about WireIE visit: www.wireie.com
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